
	
 

 

The Top Ten AP Automation Best Practices 
The Accounts Payable (AP) process is one of the most consistently “broken” of all 
financial processes in business today. As a result many organisations are looking to 
automate their AP processes in order to fix this situation. AP automation however, is 
only the “enabler” of the fix. In many cases the processes surrounding the function 
of accounts payable need to be addressed to take full advantage of potential 
savings created by AP automation. By adopting these “Top Ten Best Practices” as an 
integral part of their AP automation strategy, businesses can ensure that they are 
able to maximize the benefits of AP process automation. 

1. Centralized scan & process of all invoices into workflow on the day of 
receipt. 

This is the first step in reducing the invoice process turnaround time resulting in 
substantial time and cost savings. Not only is the labour-intensive photocopying and 
“great paper chase” eliminated, but immediate capture of invoices allows visibility of 
“real-time” liability enabling more effective cash flow monitoring and the potential to 
maximise early payment discount options.  

2. Instil a disciplined culture of accurate Purchase Order (PO) creation amongst 
employees. 

 Many organisations run with up to 90% of their invoices being PO based. By 
streamlining processes and ensuring that stakeholders understand the relevance 
and impact of creating accurate detailed purchase orders, businesses are able to 
optimize the benefits of their automated AP process. Accurate purchase orders 
enables matching invoices to be passed straight through for processing and 
payment allowing for more time to focus on exceptions and discrepancy 
resolution. A suggestion to enforce this basic rule amongst employees is to include 
the practice as part of the Employee Contract/Handbook. 
 
3. Separate functional team responsibilities with clear compliance controls. 
 
Sarbanes-Oxley style compliance rules make sense for any medium to large 
Australian company, whether or not it is publicly listed. The main thrust of SOX 
compliance, as applied to AP processing, is to ensure that the Requisitioner ≠ 
Goods Receiver ≠ Approver ≠ Payer. Companies that enforce the separation of 
these duties and combine this with a clear audit trail will ensure they have 
minimised their audit exposure and can meet the disclosure and auditing mandates 
imposed upon them through regulatory bodies.  
 
 



	

	
	
 
 

 
4. Automate invoice matching for swift and efficient processing. 
 
The terms 2-way, 3-way or 4-way match are often bandied about, but what do they 
mean to your company? Matching of the PO with the received invoice or PO with 
invoice and the goods received docket, makes sense from an accounting point of 
view but can present problems if a company’s systems do not communicate and 
the information is not available electronically for comparison. For 3-way matching 
to work properly, the goods received module should be active in your ERP system.  
 
A 4-way match means that the receipted goods have been accepted and in many 
cases have moved to their final destination (in addition to matching the PO, invoice 
and goods received docket), and this also makes it imperative that all components 
of the system are able to communicate and compare values. Automated matching 
reduces the manual effort required, and enables straight through processing where 
a match is achieved.  
 
5. Streamline and tailor your exception processing. 
 
Straight through processing as explained in point 2 allows AP staff members to 
concentrate on exceptions. Nonmatching invoices generate an automated 
response, either through an e-mail to Suppliers, or as a capability of workflow to 
speed discrepancy resolution. In an automated system the exception is presented 
immediately to the correct person designated to deal with the exception, thus 
reducing the time taken and streamlining the process.  
 
6. Simplify the approval hierarchy of the organisation.  
 
Often approval hierarchies become complex and unrealistic as companies add 
layers and levels to create “bullet proof protection” at the expense of process time 
and reasonableness. Approvals should be done by appropriate management (the 
immediate manager of the originator, and the next level up where a certain dollar 
level is exceeded). By restricting approvals to a maximum of 2 levels, coupled with 
realistic dollar limits, a smooth but safe approval flow can be achieved.  
 
7. Adjust business processes to give approvals priority. 
 
Like e-mail, workflow approvals should be a priority step at the start of each day. 
Electronic approvals are much like e-mails in that they are presented in an inbox 
and can be easily cleared daily in the same way that a manager deals with his e-
mail. By scheduling this as a start-of-day process, approvals can be completed early 
and no longer be the onerous task that drags on from day to day, week to week, in 
the paper bound world. 



	

	
	
 
 

 

8. Provide a supplier portal for “self-service” supplier enquiries. 

Remove 90% of the burden of supplier enquiries from AP staff members so that 
they can focus on more strategic aspects of payables that require their expertise 
and realise a faster AP cycle time. In this “user-pays world” allowing a supplier 
restricted access to a safe area to enquire on the progress of their own invoices via 
the web, in their own timeframe, makes complete sense and enhances greater 
supplier chain collaboration and service. Suppliers are very receptive to participating 
in a self-service mode once the business implication and financial benefits are 
communicated and understood by them.  

9. Train suppliers on invoice structure requirements. 

Correct invoicing enables prompt and accurate payment. Within payment terms this 
equates to better supplier relationships. Asking a supplier to comply with simple 
guidelines in return for prompt payment within payment terms, can be the first step 
in building stronger supplier relationships.  

10. Easy access and visibility to the Chart of Accounts for Cost Centre Managers. 

Make it simple and accurate for management to conduct approvals. Ensure that the 
coding and approval process is relatively pain-free by including easy access to drop 
down menus to the standard Chart of Accounts for automatic coding, for example.  

 

If these top ten best practices are applied to your AP system you will maximize the 
benefits of automation and help protect your investment in your ERP system. Want 
to learn more? Visit www.dynatos.nl. 
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